
Dating  Experts  Reveal  5
Things You Need To Know About
Men

On this week’s Single in Stilettos relationship advice video,
matchmaker  Suzanne  Oshima  and  dating  expert  Robert
Manni reveal the five things women need to know about men when
they’re dating!
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About Men
1. Men are sexually wired. They think about sex a lot. But,
the dating experts say just because he thinks of it, doesn’t
mean that’s his only intent.

2. What you see is what you get. Men say what they think and
are straightforward. You can tell a lot by his demeanor, sense
of  humor,  and  how  he  dresses.  Unless  he’s  a  player.  The
experts relationship advice is to sort through the players and
genuine guys.

Related  Link:  Relationship  Experts  Talk  Capturing  His
Attention  (in  person!)

3. Patronizing women. A lot of men tell women what they want
to hear, with sex in mind. Women have to be careful and sort
out if what they’re hearing is true.

4. Men are driven by fear and ego. Men are competitive with
each other and are ultimately loners. They don’t confide in
each other and are left to sort things out on their own. Men
have a fear of losing rather than the desire to win.

Related Link: Expert Dating Advice: How to Make a Relationship
and Love Work

5. Men want a solid relationship and love. They are looking
for something reliable. Men want a woman who is attractive and
a friend they can confide in.

For more relationship advice videos and additional information
about Single in Stilettos shows, click here.

For more videos from CupidsPulse.com, check out our YouTube
channel.

What do you think women need to know about men? Tell us in the
comments below!
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